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One Thursday morning more than ten years ago, I was riding the elevator
up from the basement of a Washington, D. C., congressional office building with
my boss, a member of the U.S. House of Representatives from western
Michigan. As the elevator climbed to the first floor, its doors opened and in
stepped two other members of Congress, each from a different southern state.
They were acquaintances of my boss because they were in the same political
party and had been elected to the House the same year. All three had attended
the weekly members-only prayer breakfast held Thursday mornings in a small
meeting room in the U.S. Capitol building. As the two southerners entered the
elevator, one of them said to my boss, "Wasn't that an inspiring story that Bill
(a representative who had given his Christian testimony at the prayer breakfast
that morning) shared with us? I really admire his ability to tell his story." My
boss allowed that yes, Bill did provide a moving personal testimony and that he
seemed to be a very vocal Christian. The other representative chimed in, "Yes,
and the great thing about Bill is that he never lets his faith get in the way of how
he votes."
My boss smiled weakly. At that point the elevator reached the fourth floor
and the two others filed out to their offices. As the two ofus continued the ride
up, my boss joked, "Well, Doug, you can sure tell that they're not Reformed."
I smiled back and commented how sad the second representative's comments
seemed to me, although he had intended them as a compliment to Bill.
The relationship between Christian faith and American politics is a difficult
and confusing issue, even for confessing Christians who work in politics. Part
of the confusion stems from competing definitions of the key terms at
issue-faith and politics. Is Christian faith a private matter with few clear
implications for political behavior, or is it something closer to a comprehensive
worldview that has quite specific social and political implications? Is politics so
evil and dirty that Christians should shun all involvement, or is politics a critical
creational structure crying out most for redemptive activity because politics
maintains the boundaries between and coordinates the relationships among all the
other orders of life? Different conclusions often result from different definitions
of key terms, and then disputes among perspectives become so much talking past
each other.
There are so many perspectives on faith and politics that it would be an
overwhelming task even to list the major points of contention, much less to bring
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any new insight to the topics discussed. My goal in this essay is far more
limited. It is to lay out the key points of Reformed Christianity and American
politics that Reformed Christian citizens and Reformed Christian politicians often
overlook, and to do so by asking and attempting to answer two questions: First,
what should Reformed Christians kn ow about their religious and political
traditions to make them better Christian citizens? Second, what might these
Christian citizens look for in politicians who claim that their Christianity makes
a difference in their office holding?
At many points this essay assumes the truth of large portions of a Reformed
worldview. While this perspective may or may not be "true," it is for me, and
I think for most readers, a workable and reliable perspective.
Also, the
Reformed perspective has interpretations other than the one presented here.
Indeed, there is a wide ranging and mostly healthy debate about the meaning and
implications of being "Reformed" in approaching politics.1
Finally, the

Reformed perspective is also one that is at variance with the views of many
Christians, including the well-intentioned southern representative my boss and
I encountered in the elevator years ago. 2
Reformed Christianity and American Politics
The major prerequisite for effective Christian citizenship from a Reformed
perspective is knowledge about relevant religious and political traditions. Under
this heading there seem to be four key issues. The first issue is knowing the
basic Reformed perspective on cultural and political involvement generally and
how it differs from other Christian perspectives. A second area of concern is
how this perspective might apply in the United States. A third issue is
organizational, that is how Reformed Christians might organize differently from
other Christians in seeking to affect American politics. The last issue is the
unique characteristics of American governmental and political machinery.
Reformed Politics
The classical statement of. the varieties of Christian approaches to politics is
that offered by H. Richard Niebuhr in his book Christ and Culture. Niebuhr
describes five possible approaches of Christians and the church to secular
culture. While Niebuhr's goal was to address Christian views toward culture
generally, his framework is often applied by others, as he did so himself, in
discussing Christian attitudes toward the narrower field of politics.
The first possible approach is a "Christ of/with culture," a stance in which
the church sees no significant difference between what it holds and what is held
by the dominant culture. In politics, a "Christ of culture" stance would tend
toward uncritical support for mainstream politics and policy. When Christ and
Culture was first published, the conflict between the two political parties seemed
ideologically less extreme and verbally less combative (Truman Democrats
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versus Eisenhower Republicans).
Mainstream politics was pretty, well,
mainstream. As such, Niebuhr identified liberal Protestantism as conforming
most closely to the "of" approach. Today the picture might be slightly more
complicated.
There now seem to be two groups of Christ of culture
denominations: a liberal mainstream Protestant group still comfortable with the
(dwindling) moderate factions in both political parties; and a conservative
evangelical and fundamentalist group that supports the far right of the GOP.
A second Christ/culture approach Niebuhr offers is "Christ above culture,"
where ecclesiastical authority is directing or instructing the leaders of secular
culture. In politics, of course, this would appear when organized church bodies
try to, and may actually, direct government policies and officials. Niebuhr
identified this approach as chiefly characteristic of the Catholic church, as its
brand of the two-kingdom theory claims clerical superiority in many social and
political matters. American political history has largely avoided "above"
displays, although not without attempts by self-assured clerics from both the
Catholic church and many Protestant assemblies.
A third general approach Niebuhr identified is "Christ against culture." In
politics, this would be exhibited in church bodies and individual Christians
having as little to do with the political world as possible. In the view of
"against" adherents, the realm of politics is especially evil. Christians should
avoid political involvement for fear of imperiling their own salvation. While
separatist, the "against" stance is not irrelevant to the political world. On the
contrary, this radical perspective most strongly judges secular politics and often
presents a ringing critique of politics as usual. At the time of his writing,
Niebuhr identified the Anabaptist tradition as most closely resembling this
alternative. That view still seems to hold today, even among Anabaptist groups
actively engaged in social justice. The politically aware and socially active
groups, such as the Sojourners community in Washington, D.C., focus on
politics not to redeem it, but more often to show its irredeemable nature. The
inevitable corruption of politics, they hold, should spur us to construct a new
anti-politics movement, promoting non-political or anti-political action (which
might more accurately be labeled social and political action outside existing
formal political institutions) in the name of social justice.
A fourth traditional Niebuhrian option is "Christ in paradox with culture."
This perspective, lying historically within the Lutheran tradition, supports
politics and yet simultaneously holds that it is fundamentally corrupt. Politics
may be participated in by Christians, but such participation brings with it
personal sin and guilt. "Paradox" Christians must accept this guilty participation
and pray for God's grace to deliver them from the consequences of this sinful
action, while fulfilling the legitimate requirements of the state on Christians.
The final option offered by Niebuhr, which he preferred and which is in the
broad Reformed tradition, is that of "Christ transforming culture." In this
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